Abstract-In the semiconductor industry, tool comparison is a key task in yield or product quality enhancements. We develop a new method to automatically partition tools. The new method is called tolerance control partitioning (TCP). The advantages of TCP include 1) taking into account of unbalanced tool usage in manufacturing processes; 2) further partitioning these tools into several homogenous groups by related metrology results instead of detecting only the significant difference; and 3) partitioning these tools according to engineers' tolerance controls to avoid too many groups with small differences. TCP also could be applied in all similar cases such as experimental recipe or material comparisons. Therefore, using TCP, engineers could speed up yield or product quality ramping.
current, and wafer sort. Because engineers must analyze massive amounts of data in a very time-consuming fashion [2] , effective and efficient analysis in comparing tools is critical to rapidly ramping up yield.
ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis [3] tests are the two most common methodologies used in statistical analysis [2] . These tests can show engineers where statistical differences exist. However, after finding the significant differences among tools, engineers still need to partition these tools into several homogenous groups to identify the best or the most problematic groups of tools to enhance product quality or to reject the worst tools, respectively [4] [5] [6] . Other disadvantages of using these statistical tests are that 1) nonuniform usage in most tools results in unbalanced data and diminishes the accuracy of these statistical methods [7] and 2) statistical significances may detect small differences as large sample sizes [3] , [7] .
Data mining [8] , [9] using a classification and regression tree (CART) [10] or neural networks [11] are other popular methods. Many commercial engineering data analysis tools use these functions for yield enhancements. They help engineers partition tools into several homogenous groups and identify the best or worst groups of tools. However, it is difficult for engineers to set up related parameters for the CART or neural network methods with respect to engineering tolerances, since different engineers' decisions may result in different partitions [10] .
To sum up, there are three major challenges in such tasks as follows: 1) to take into account unbalanced tool usage in manufacturing processes; 2) to further partition these tools into several homogenous groups by related metrology results instead of detecting only the significant differences; 3) to partition these tools according to engineers' tolerance controls to avoid too many groups with small differences.
The Bayesian approach is one method that solves the unbalanced data issue. Chaloner [12] got better estimations of variance components by using the Bayesian approach for unbalanced data cases. However, when different partitioning results are shown, the partition models are different. Therefore, our problem is related to model determination. The reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) proposed by Green [13] is a new and powerful method to deal with Bayesian model determination problems. Applications of RJMCMC include change point problems and factorial experiments [13] , mixture problems [14] , and so forth. Nobile and Green [15] 0894-6507/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE also applied this method in a factorial experiment by using mixture modeling. Bergeret and Gall [16] applied RJMCMC to detect the change point of a yield trend in semiconductor manufacturing and also to solve the yield issue when a failure occurs at a problematic process stage and there are different yield performances before and after the failure time.
We will further develop the TCP method by applying RJMCMC to partition tools into several homogenous groups for identifying problematic or golden tools, and we also build a new connection between statistical parameters and engineering tolerances. Using this new connection, the TCP method can automatically partition tools into several homogenous groups according to engineering tolerances. We also provide guidelines to choose initial values of parameters and hyperparameters to facilitate the practice of TCP in the semiconductor industry and other industries. As a result, engineers will be able to easily practice TCP after setting up their tolerances using their experience, knowledge or product specifications. This will provide more valuable information about tool comparisons that will help engineers enhance product yield and process capability.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we introduce our model in detail. Furthermore, we will provide guidelines for the choice of prior parameters and hyperparameters in practice. In Section III, we provide two simulation cases to illustrate the advantages of the TCP method.
Here, we will also compare the partitioning results of tolerance controls with the pruning results of the CART method. In Section IV, we analyze two real illustrative examples in the semiconductor industry including 1) yield enhancement and 2) Cp/Cpk enhancement and propose an idea to integrate TCP with statistical dashboard [2] and automatic process control (APC) [17] [18] [19] , respectively. In Section V, extensions of the TCP method are discussed.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Modeling a Partition Problem
For each observation, denotes the response variable such as yield and denotes the categorical predictor with categorical levels such as tools. The conditional distribution of given is, , where if is the th tool, and is the unknown parameter vector. The TCP method is used to partition the tools into several homogenous groups (that is, partition into several homogenous groups). And the random effects of the tools are the same if the tools belong to the same group.
A partition of tools is a collection of subsets of , which we call groups with and for . The degree of partition is the number of groups into which tools are divided by . Within each group , the parameter for is drawn independently from the same normal distribution with hyperparameters and , that is, , ,
Furthermore, using a Bayesian approach, another prior distribution for our model takes , , where the 's are conditionally independent given . is distributed independently as scaled inverse Chi squared , where in which the parameter would be defined by engineers to stand for the acceptable difference between tools.
is distributed independently as scaled inverse Chi squared . Finally, following Consonni and Veronese [20] , is independent and its prior distribution is taken as , where is the degree of partition . When we have tools, the th tool has observations for . We denote as the response variable of the th observation of the th tool for , and . The joint distribution of all variables will be specified by where , , and , for , , and . Based on the above Bayesian models for our problem, we need to estimate the values of the unknown priors with pre-determined hyperparameters and , and parameters , , , and . In Section II-C, we will provide the guidelines to set up initial values of these hyperparameters and , and parameters , , , and in order to facilitate the method.
We apply RJMCMC to get the stationary posterior distribution of the unknown priors . By the RJMCMC algorithm, we could construct a Markov chain that converges to a unique stationary posterior distribution of the priors , and then estimate the unknown priors by the modes of the stationary posterior distributions, respectively.
B. The TCP Algorithm for Partition Problems
Please refer to [13] and [21] to see the algorithm and further details of RJMCMC. The TCP algorithm is as follows.
1) Randomly choose one of the five prior parameters to update. 2) If choosing to update the partition , we could also randomly choose one of birth and death move types. 2.1) If choosing birth move type, one group is increased from its current partition. Then we randomly select one group which contains at least two tools to split randomly into two groups and calculate the acceptance probability [13] , based on current and new partitions, and . Choose a random variable from Uniform (0, 1). If , then accept the new partition , else keep the current partition . 2.2) If choosing death move type, one group is decreased from its current partition. Then we randomly select two groups to merge and calculate the acceptance probability, [13] , based on current and new partitions, and . Choose a random variable from Uniform (0, 1). If , then accept the new partition , else keep the current partition .
3) If we choose another prior parameter to update, we update , , , or directly by the Gibbs sampler [22] .
C. Guidelines for Choosing Initial Values of Parameters and Hyperparameters in TCP
To facilitate the practice of TCP in the semiconductor industry and other applications, we will provide guidelines to set up the related parameters and hyperparameters for related prior distributions of the TCP method as follows: 1) . We let and ; 2)
. Let , ; 3)
. Let , and . The values of and are only recommendations; they impact the convergence speed of the TCP method. By using the above guidelines for choosing initial values of parameters and hyperparameters, engineers only need to determine the numerical level of the parameter. Furthermore, the tolerance concept is widely used in the semiconductor industry and other applications. For example, errors inevitably result from metrology systems and minor deviations with respect to product specifications. Hence, one can set up the using engineers' knowledge, product specifications, or tool limitations. Then, the TCP method could search the optimal partition according to the acceptable level of . Therefore, we could integrate the engineering concept of tolerance with the TCP to help engineers implement this method in practice. In Section III-B, we present the results of sensitivity analysis to show that the TCP method could generate optimal partitions with respect to different levels of .
III. SIMULATION STUDIES
As an illustration of the performance of the TCP method, we provide two simulation cases. In Section III-A, we show the limited impact of unbalanced usage in manufacturing. In Section III-B, sensitivity analysis using the different tolerance controls and a comparison with the pruning results from using the CART method are reported.
A. Unbalanced Data for Unbalanced Tool Usages
We generate unbalanced data to represent a situation in which there are three kinds of yield distributions among five tools and the usages of the five tools are different. The purpose of this investigation is to partition the five tools according to their yield distributions based on a specific level of tolerance control. Following the notation of modeling in Section II-A, the simulation models are described in detail as follows:
, , where and , with (so the usages of five tools are unbalanced), , and . Thus, there are three groups for the five tools and the true partition is {(T1, T2), (T3, T4), T5}, which we denote as (11223). Since the numbers of observations for each tool are unequal, we also present the influences on the TCP method from unbalanced data. For setting the parameters and hyperparameters of the prior distributions in this case, we use the guidelines in Section II-C with . By the TCP method, the correct partition (denoted as (11223)) is the mode of the posterior distribution with probability 0.49. The stationary posterior distribution of partitions is given in Fig. 1 . As a result, we find that the impact of unbalanced data is very limited. Therefore, the unbalanced tool usage in semiconductor manufacturing will not influence our methods.
B. Sensitivity Analysis With Different Tolerance Controls and its Comparison With the Pruning Results of the CART Method
In sensitivity analysis, the data is generated from the same model as in case of Section III-A, but the number of observations for each tool is equal to 30. Thus, the true partition is {(T1, T2), (T3, T4), T5} (denoted as (11223)). Here, we apply the TCP method to different values of to show its influence on the results of the TCP method. The results of 30 simulations for every level are given in Table I . Now, the group means are 3, 3, 4, 4, and 7 and the within-group standard deviations are 1 in this simulation. When the is 0.5 or 1, the target partition of will be the most plausible because the between group differences can be as large as 1. When the is 2, 3, 4, or 5, the target partition of will be the most plausible because the between group differences can be as large as 4 and within group standard deviation is 1. When the is 6, the target partition of will be the most plausible because the between group differences are smaller than 6. The posterior probability of the target partition turns out to be the mode with the highest average of posterior probabilities in 30 simulations for every level. Furthermore, the standard errors are very small, demonstrating the robustness of the posterior modes. Consequently, the averages of the posterior probabilities of three partitions, , , and , will change according to the levels of different . The average of posterior probabilities of the partition decreases when the increases. The average of posterior probabilities of the partition increases when the increases from 0.5 to 3 and decreases when the increases from 3 to 6. The average of posterior probabilities of the partition increases when the increases. That is, we find that the probability of merging tools increases as the increases. Hence, the posterior distributions of the partitions reflect the levels of tolerance controls and the posterior probabilities of the next plausible partitions and other partitions indicate the strength of plausibility. These posterior probabilities can be used to form a credible set in the Bayesian approach.
The results of sensitivity analysis do support the evidence that the partitioning results of TCP will reflect the levels of tolerance controls. Using the above simulation results, we show that the TCP method provides plausible partitioning results by in- We also analyze the data by the CART method. We use the S-Plus functions of tree and prune.tree to find the standard CART results [23] . The complete tree result is given in Fig. 2 , and the best partitioning results with respect to different cost-complexities are given in Table II . Combining the results in Table I and Table II , one can generate reasonable partitioning results by different tolerances and approach the same partition from pruning trees in the CART method. However, the TCP method can generate the partition automatically according to the practice of tolerance control by engineers.
IV. TWO APPLICATIONS IN THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY
A. Ramp Up Yield by the TCP Method
The data below is from a company in the semiconductor industry in Taiwan. The term Srow is one of the key test items in wafer sort testing. The larger the Srow, the worse the yield performance is. The data consists of 439 lots with and . Engineers aim to reduce the mean and variance of Srow. The box plots and related statistics for various tools of the problematic step are shown in Fig. 3 and Table III , respectively.
Based on the fact that engineers set their acceptance , the TCP method partitions the set of tools, {SPU16, SPU14, SPU07, SPU05, SPU04, SPU03} into three groups, {SPU16, SPU14, SPU07, SPU04}, {SPU05}, and {SPU03} (denoted as (111213)) with maximum probability 0.2244. The stationary posterior distribution of partitions is given in Fig. 4 . The same partition result was obtained by the CART method with . It is consistent with the tree result using CART as in Fig. 5 . After looking further into this problematic step, engineers find that there are two different tool types, one type includes SPU03 and SPU05 and another type includes SPU16, SPU14, SPU07, and SPU04. Because the different tool types use different process chemicals, the contaminated chemical is the root cause of the bad performances of SPU03 and SPU05. In comparison, the TCP does separate SPU03 and SPU05 into different groups that are consistent with the findings of engineers. We suggest integrating the TCP method with statistical tests into a statistical dashboard [2] to form an analysis flow as in Fig. 6 . After building automatic systems according to the analysis flow, systems could execute the analysis automatically at night for each item of each product; then engineers could quickly detect problems, like those shown in Table IV , at the beginning of their daily work. This will dramatically shorten the time for engineers to increase yield ramp up.
B. Enhance Process Capability Indices, and , by Applying the TCP Method
Process capability indices and have been widely used in the manufacturing industry to provide numerical measures on process performance and product quality. They , where LSL and USL are the lower and upper specification limits, respectively, defined by process engineers or product designers, where is the process mean and is the process standard deviation. Conventionally, we use and as estimators of and , respectively, so the natural estimators of and could be , . In general, the minimum requirement for and is 1.33 or 2. Therefore, enhancing and is one of the major tasks for process engineers in the semiconductor industry.
After completing each process step, one wafer is selected from every lot and the process parameter is measured at nine predetermined sites on each wafer as Fig. 7 indicates. The process parameter is the critical oxide thickness after one important diffusion process step at a semiconductor manufacturing company in Taiwan. Based on product specifications, and and the and are equal to 1.132, and 1.1053, respectively.
To apply the TCP method to partition these sites, we define the to be 10% of specification , and we find the partition {site1, {site2, site3, site4, site5, site6, site7, site8, site9}} (denoted as (122222222)) with maximum probability 0.5971. This result matches the site phenomenon shown by the box plots in Fig. 8 and related statistics in Table V . Fig. 9 . The posterior distribution of partition in case in Section IV-B (we only display probability >= 0:005).
The same partition result was obtained by the CART method with . According to the posterior distribution shown in Fig. 9 , this result is similar to the tree result of CART in Fig. 10 . After fine-tuning the process recipe to eliminate the site difference, we can improve the and to 1.86 and 1.56, respectively. Using an automatic system analysis flow, we can automatically find the site profile and then integrate the capability of auto fine-tuning in the most advanced tools [17] [18] [19] . Engineers could further build an automatic process control mechanism as in Fig. 11 to simultaneously enhance process capability and reduce the workloads of engineers.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Instead of only detecting the statistically significant difference by using statistical tests, the TCP method can automatically partition tools into several homogenous groups with the built-in control of tolerance in engineering. It can resolve the difficulty of determining the related parameters for the CART method. Instead of using a hierarchical tree structure as CART does, TCP uses the posterior distribution of the partition to discover the partitioning structure of tools. The TCP method also performs well for unbalanced data. Finally, we suggest a method of choosing initial values of parameters and hyperparameters to facilitate the TCP method in practice. With two real applications from the semiconductor industry, we not only show that our method could provide correct information for engineers to enhance yield/process capability, but also provide an idea to build a practical mechanism by integrating engineers' daily work flow and the capability of the most advanced tools. TCP will make it much easier for engineers to realize the performance differences among tools and enhance the effectiveness and efficiency for yield / process capability enhancement and experimental analysis.
The TCP method could also be applied to similar cases such as recipes or material comparisons to extend their value. There are many potential extensions of the TCP method. Tools with unequal variances and other types of distribution models are natural extensions for practical engineering situations. All the above cases could also be extended to a multivariate situation for engineers to simultaneously perform multiple comparisons of a collection of responses. These will be investigated in future studies.
Another important extension is to develop an automatic system to combine our method with the ANOVA or the Kruskal-Wallis test in order to automatically alarm the possible excursion and apply TCP in automatic process control (APC) [17] [18] [19] . Thus we would provide more real benefits for the semiconductor industry. Fig. 11 . Auto process capability enhancement mechanism by integrating our method, ANOVA, and the auto-recipe-tuning tool.
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